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Meet Cloud Apartments, a startup that promises lower-
cost living in factory-made units thanks to backing from a
25-year VC veteran

Kelsey Neubauer Jan 9, 2023, 6:00 AM PST
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Matthew Rapa, Cloud Apartments' head of construction, and Curtis Wong, its founder, standing in one of their
modular-apartment prototypes. Courtesy of Curtis Wong

For you: Insider Today newsletter — the day's most fascinating stories.

By clicking ‘Sign up’, you agree to receive marketing emails from Insider as well as other partner o�ers and accept our Terms of Service and
Privacy Policy.

Imagine you had an apartment that cost 30% less to build than a typical listing in your

city, with more luxury features and cutting-edge technology.

Curtis Wong, a former SpaceX engineer, says he can cut housing costs by 30% with
modular apartments.

Cloud Apartments plans to build at �ve sites in the Bay Area, including in San Jose
and Berkeley.

A 25-year venture-capital veteran just led a $3 million funding round for Cloud
Apartments.
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Factories tooled to produce modular apartment units can make this possible. It's

something Curtis Wong, a former SpaceX engineer who graduated from Harvard

Business School, says he's �xated on as a way to help solve the housing-a�ordability

crisis.

"All I do is obsess over this," Wong, 33, told Insider.

In 2021, against a backdrop of skyrocketing rents, Wong founded Cloud Apartments, a

rental development company that uses modular-construction processes more often

associated with single-family housing. Cloud's partner factories, such as the modular

builder Autovol, will manufacture units in an assembly-line fashion with raw materials

and ship the products to the building sites. Once that is done, a team of engineers and

construction experts will assemble the units into a high-rise apartment building.

The business has captured the interest of venture capitalists including Tim Connors, a

former Sequoia investor and 25-year venture-capital veteran who led a $3 million

funding round that closed on Monday. Wong said Cloud, which is based in the Bay Area,

would use the funds to hire additional engineers, construction experts, and designers.

Wong said prefabrication of the apartment parts "lets you sprint through" the process of

assembling a building. The shorter construction time frame should result in H O M E PA G E Subscribe
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dramatically lower costs, he said.

A rendering of a Cloud Apartments building. Cloud Apartments

A building of Cloud apartments doesn't yet exist but the company has plans for �ve Bay

Area sites, in San Jose, Concord, Berkeley, Redwood City, and Watsonville. It's waiting

for approval from these cities to start building.

Wong said that in San Jose, the company is planning a 200-unit building, targeting a

cost of $340 per square foot compared with the city average of $475 per square foot, as

quoted by local general contractors. Cloud has three designs: a 500-square-foot studio, a

800-square-foot one-bedroom, and a 1,100-square-foot two-bedroom.
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Wong said his background in construction and development coupled with his

experience in the tech industry made him uniquely prepared to tackle this task.

Re�ecting on construction startups, Wong suggested that many were hubristic, with

leaders who think, "I'm from tech, I'm smarter than all these fools in construction, we'll

do it ourselves."

"I don't think any of those are true," he said, though he acknowledged that tech plays an

important role. "There are a lot of companies that have tried to reinvent the wheel and

then mess up on the basics, such as pouring concrete."

Correction: May 5, 2023 — Cloud Apartment's one-bedroom design is 800 square feet

and its two-bedroom design is 1,100 square feet. An earlier version of this story misstated

the size of these units.

Read next

DISCOURSE

Wonder why your rent is so high? Because everyone has decided they want
to live alone.
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Housing Apartments Sustainablity More...

The Easy Blog by EasyBreathe.com | Sponsored

Online Shopping Tools | Sponsored

This New CPAP Can Do What...

AirSense 11: The World's Newest And Most Advanced CPAP

Prime Members Left Scrambling As They Find Out About Secret Deals

Business Insider

Daniel Penny, a 24-year-old Marine vet, is the man seen choking Jordan Neely in subway death

Penny, 24, has been identi�ed as the man who put Neely in a chokehold in a New York subway car on Monday.
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Tommy Chong: The Horrifying Truth About CBD

It hit me right where I live...

Jorge Garcia Is So Skinny Now And Looks Like A Model (Photos)

Greedy�nance | Sponsored

Prince Harry and William �nally talk about their sister Laura who no one knew existed

Business Insider

The F-35 is becoming the most popular �ghter jet among NATO militaries — with one 'ba�ling' exception

Meet the 'new' Elizabeth Holmes: She's ditched the turtlenecks, abandoned the weird voice, and wants you
to call her Liz
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California Gov Will Cover The Cost To Install Solar If You Own A Home In These Zip Codes

Business Insider

Business Insider

DeSantis gave a 'low-wattage' and 'horrendous' speech in London as presidential polling slides: 'Nobody in
the room was left thinking, 'this man's going places.''

A Georgia couple turned a retired ambulance they bought on Facebook Marketplace into a luxury RV, using
YouTube tutorials and $35K. Take a look inside.

YourRoyals | Sponsored

Andre The Giant's Daughter Is Ever Bigger Than Him

Business Insider

Business Insider

A dramatic video shows a famed Ukrainian unit dodging grenades and shooting Russian soldiers in close-
combat trench warfare

A Google software engineer dies after fall from 14th �oor of NYC o�ce

Business Insider

Elizabeth Holmes isn't going to prison Thursday after all

Elizabeth Holmes says a judge's recent denial of her request to remain free while appealing her conviction "re�ects 
numerous, inexplicable errors."
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This company buying every old car they can �nd and picking them up for free. Payment on the spot. Get an instant 
o�er in minutes.

Breakout the Retro Games! A Blast From The Past!

Join AARP now for bene�ts, discounts, and free premium games from Atari!
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Why CVS Keeps Quiet about this 87¢ ED Med Program
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Elizabeth Holmes gets bizarre NYT pro�le as she delays prison time

Tucker Carlson told a Fox News makeup artist she's a 'good sport' for answering his questions about what
women do in the bathroom

CompareCredit.com | Sponsored

2 Awesome Travel Cards With No Annual Fee

Investing Outlook | Sponsored

Performance Golf | Sponsored

Man Who Predicted Lehman Crash Makes New Warning for 2023

PGA Teaching Pro Says Fixing Poor Contact Comes Down To This

Shave strokes o� your game with this simple ball striking technique
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Forbes | Sponsored

Look For Any High School Yearbook, It's Free

The US States People Are Fleeing And The Ones They Are Moving To

The data suggests that many are leaving large cities and chilly states for less congested areas and warmer climes.

The Easy Blog by EasyBreathe.com | Sponsored

Need a new CPAP? Get one from home hassle free

Business Insider

Business Insider

A writer who moved from Pennsylvania to Belize for a cheap and laid-back life said it's saved her money but
the newfound peace of mind is priceless

Tucker Carlson forgot he was 'worker bee' to Murdoch: Howard Stern

De�nition | Sponsored

America's Most Miserable Cities, Ranked 1-30

Business Insider

I shopped at a Dollar General food 'market' for the �rst time. I wouldn't go back unless it was my only
choice.

Dollar General has spent years opening DG Market stores, which it says have fresh produce and more grocery 
items than most dollar stores.
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